
         

#P56 
Q: Why do I get Timeout errors in AutoTest? 

 
Setting the Time For Pass 

 
 
Some devices, like EPROMs or FLASH memories, require a long time for “burning” the 
program data into the device.  This is usually accomplished with loops in the 
programmable pattern generator, achieving the necessary milliseconds of program time. If 
this needed time is quite long, the user may get a Timeout error when running the test 
from AutoTest.  All you need to do is set a longer Timeout period, and HiLevel has two 
methods for doing this. 
 
Where is the Timeout value stored? 
The Timeout value (“Time For Pass”) can actually be stored in three places.  The primary 
location for this is in the Special Scripts file, Spscript.txt, located in your Presto folder.  
Whenever you start Presto software, the keywords in Spscript are loaded into the software 
to enable certain features.  You can set the value in this file, and whenever you start to 
build a new setfile this will be the default Timeout value. 
 

 
Example of Spscript.txt file 

 
Another place where the Timeout is stored is in your setfile.  This means that every setfile 
can have a different timeout value.  So when you load a setfile, the Timeout is changed in 
the system to the value in the setfile.  If you have already created a setfile and the Timeout 
is too small, you simply change the Timeout within the software and then re-save the 
setfile.  This must be done to use the Timeout in AutoTest. 



 

 
Setting the Timeout from the Preferences window 

 
 
And finally, you can also change Timeout for a specific test setup by modifying your 
PinList file.  Simply create a PinList file, open it, and change the value.  But remember, 
you must save your setfile after importing the PinList to use the new Timeout in AutoTest.  
See an example of the PinList method on the next page. 
 
Why Have a Timeout at All? 
Or why not just set it to some huge value?  In Production, the goal is to test as many parts 
per minute as possible.  Some tests may contain such things as “pattern matching”, where 
the test stays in a loop until a particular pin changes state.  If the device is bad, it may 
never get the pattern match and the test could hang because it is waiting for the match.  
Without a Timeout, users would need to monitor the tests all the time, and that is not 
what we want on an automated test floor.  We want to set the Timeout to a reasonable 
value that makes sense for each test of each device in order to optimize throughput. 



 
 

Setting the Timeout in a PinList file 
 
 
 
 
Also See: 
Q'nApp #P1: PinList 
Q'nApp #P3: AutoTest 
Q'nApp #P12: AutoTest 
Q'nApp #P15: Special Script 
Q'nApp #P16: Presto Files 
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